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1. ABSTRACT 

Opinion spam in the form of reviews is common in online marketplaces. People are frequently employed 

to write highly good or bad reviews for specific brands in order to promote or hinder them. This is frequently 

carried out in groups. Although some earlier studies have attempted to identify and analyze such opinion spam 

groups, nothing has been done to identify individuals that target a brand as whole rather than individual goods. 

In this post, we manually labeled a collection of 923 possible reviewer groups using data from Amazon's 

product review site. We believe that the nature of reviewer groups is determined by eight characteristics 

unique to each (group, brand) pair. To classify prospective groups as extremist entities, we design a feature-

based supervised model. Consistency in ratings, review sentiment, confirmed purchases, review dates, and 

helpful votes earned on reviewsare examples of these behaviors. Surprisingly, we notice that a large number 

of verified reviewsexpress strong feelings, which, with further research, leads to strategies to get around 

Amazon's existing systems for preventing unauthorized incentives. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

In today's online marketplace-dominated world, review portals and websites play a critical rolein a 

buyer's decision to make their next purchase. “It's a win-win situation: the more reviews thereare, 

themorepeopleare willingto buy.Thegreater thenumber ofindividuals who purchasesomething, the more 

reviews there will be. “The more purchases you make, the higher your search ranking and the more sales you 

get,” says Alice, the owner of Elizabeth Mott, an online cosmetics firm. Without a doubt, some people will 

create evaluations that aren't entirely true in order to sway themajority of purchasers' decisions in their favor. 

Individual reviewers may write such reviews out of frustration or delight, they do not have a significant 

impact on the general view of a product, but they do assist other customers by sharing their experiences. A 

more compelling scenario is when numerous individuals establish a complicated network, and as a result of 

the sheer volume of reviews, they have a significant impact on the overall sentiment of the product. Opinion 

spam reviews aren't the only thing that has this kind of power. 

This is common opinion spam, and every review website should be aware of it and take 

properprecautions to identify and/or prevent it. This is a classic case of collective fraud, in which 

numeroususers form a business network and collaborate to target and influence a certain product. This is a 

lesser-known phenomenon, and most groups use specific strategies to keep their collaboration hidden. Using a 

comprehensive and extensive analytic technique, these traits can be used to better classify them. To combat 

opinion spam, Amazon India has implemented a new policy that limits the number of reviews a product can 

receive in a single day, as stated. 

We suggest that certain organizations target brands in general and write severe reviews across several 

products for a specific target brand in order to remain effective. This is a more advanced kind of opinion 

spamming, which involves creating very good or bad evaluations for a brand in general inorder to promote or 

demote them in the internet marketplace's cutthroat competition. Althoughstudies have been undertaken to 

identify such organizations that attempt to influence a product, thesubject of brand-based opinion spamming 

remains mostly unknown. Our annotated data contains anexample of such extremist groups. The products 

from four distinct brands are represented by furrows. Four columns reflect four different reviewers who are all 
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members of the same group, according to our annotation. The review information is shown by each box. As 

can be seen from the extreme scores, similar comments, and nearly the same date, reviewers are extremely 

enthusiastic about these products/brands. It's evident that this set of reviewer shad strong feelings about the 

brands they were reviewing, both in terms of ratings and substance. 

 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

We divide the existing literature into two parts: general studies on e-commerce services and detection of 

fake reviews. 

A. E-Commerce Reviews in General: There have been numerous researches on mining internet reviews 

and categorizing them based on user’s sentiment. Review shave also been used extensively in the 

development and enhancement of recommendation systems, as well as the extraction of product features. 

Another study found that product reviews are useful in clarifying the recommendations made by a 

recommendation system. Reviews also play asignificant role in sustaining a brand's online reputation, 

according to various marketing research. 

B. Studies on Fake Reviews 

 Studies on Reviews: Jindal and Liupioneered the detection of fraudulent reviews. They discussed the 

issue of opinion spam and looked at three types of online reviews: untruthfulopinions, seller/brand only 

reviews (no product involved), and non-reviews that used near-duplicate content as aphonic review 

signal. Other research into the detection of review-level spam looked at text linguistic factors, 

handwritten rules, and a mix of review and reviewerfeatures. 

 Studies on Reviewers: Rating behavior and trust scores based on relationship graphamong reviewers, 

reviews, and stores are used in studies to detect reviewer fraud. Other research used strategies such as 

spikes of popularity and Bayesian methodologies to identifyfraud reviewers based on their behavioral 

imprints. Wang et al., for example, pioneered the use of are view graph to identify spammers. 

 Studies on Reviewer Groups: Individual fraud reviewers have a more negative and subtle influence 

than groups of fraud reviewers. Instead of individual reviews, the problem of manual labeling was 

handled by considering a group of reviewers. Labeling a group of reviewers is easier than labeling 

individual reviews, according to Mukherjeeetal. Other notable research that use metadata to classify 

different entities in e-commerce platforms include land, which classifies products, reviews, and users all 

at once. 

 

4. PROPOSED MODEL: 

This paper identifies and investigates the behavioral characteristics of radical reviewer groups. We 

created a feature-based classifier based on the brand-specific activities of reviewer groups on the Amazon 

India market place to identify extremist organizations. 

We next examine our methods further to uncover the behaviors that best represent such activities, as 

well as compare and analyze the general trend of these groups in relation to their behaviors, such as: 

 A manually labelled data set of 923 reviewer groups that are classified into “extremist” 

and“moderate”categories. 

 The innovative problem of identifying brand-level extremism is described and studied for the firsttime. 

 Detailed characterization of extremist reviewer groups. 

 Design supervised approach to detect extremist reviewer group. 
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Flow Chart 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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6. CONCLUSION 

We covered nun known kind of opinion spam in this essay, in which spammers attack brands as a whole, 

writing harsh reviews in order to affect public perception of the brand. These organizations are frequently 

apart of a sophisticated business web capable of influencing the overall popularity and reputation of a number 
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of brands on review sites. This paper is the first step in establishing a link between brand-level group activity 

and extremis min reviews, which reveals crucial market place data. 

 

7. FUTUREENHANCEMENTS 

These insights will aid in the development of a better recommendation based on online views. Extremist 

groups were discovered by observing their actions as a group based on multiple attributes, using a supervised 

learning technique based on a ground truth of manually annotated labels, and a set of potential spam groups 

was extracted using FIM. The accuracy of several classification algorithms was then examined as we 

categorized extreme and moderate organizations. We examined the behavior of extremist groups in detail after 

classifying them to learn more about the phenomena and the overall trends in how these groups target these 

brands. We have also released the codes and annotated dataset for further studies. 
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